Declaration of Conformity

We
ABB FRANCE
Division Produits Automation
10, rue Ampère
69680 Chassieu Cedex – France

Declare that the products

Display
Type CP410 M
Type CP415 M
Type CP420 B
Type CP430 B /B-ETH /C /C-ETH / BP /BP-ETH /T / T-ETH
Type CP435 T / T-ETH
Type CP440 C-ETH
Type CP450 T /T-ETH
Cable
Type TK401 /402 /403 /404 /405

Manufactured after 01/04/2007 – 01/04/2008

To which this declaration relates, is following the provisions of EU Directive(s) 2002/95/EC applicable on Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS), amended by the Commission

Decision of 18 August 2005, 2005/618/EC,
Decision of 13 October 2005, 2005/717/EC,
Decision of 21 October 2005, 2005/747/EC,

The products are not in the product list of the RoHS directive. But in some case they are components of concerned equipments.

Nevertheless that the products are made RoHS compliant, the responsibility for the concerned equipment remains with the manufacturer of it.

This Declaration is subject to the provision of the respective delivery contract.

Lyon, 20th of October 2008

S. Cuenot
Line Manager

O. Berthollet
Quality Manager
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